1. Introduction
===============

The outbreak of atypical pneumonia, referred to as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) was first identified in Guangdong Province, China, and spread to several countries later ([@bib6], [@bib11], [@bib13], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib21]). A novel coronavirus was isolated and found to be the cause of SARS. Although SARS has been under control, some scattering cases infected by SARS-CoVs were reported. No effective drugs are currently available to cure this disease. Gaining insight into the phylogenetic relationships among coronaviruses would be helpful to discover drugs and develop vaccines against the virus.

The SARS-coronavirus is a new member of the order *Nidovirales*, family *Coronaviridae*, and genus *Coronavirus*. They consist of a diverse group of large, enveloped, positive-stranded RNA viruses that cause respiratory and enteric diseases in humans and other animals ([@bib18]). Excluding SARS-CoVs, coronaviruses can be divided into three groups according to serotypes. Group I and group II contain mammalian viruses, while group II coronaviruses contain a hemagglutinin esterase gene homologous to that of Influenza C virus ([@bib12]). Group III contains only avian viruses. Previous work showed that SARS-CoVs are not closely related to any of the previously characterized coronaviruses and form a distinct group (group IV) within the genus *Coronavirus* ([@bib14], [@bib18]).

An intuitive method is proposed to infer the phylogenetic relationships of coronaviruses in this article. Historically, Cork et al. proposed a three-dimensional representation of genomic sequences, called the *W*-curve ([@bib22]). Since then, the *W*-curve has been used to analyze genomic sequences and study the phylogeny of bacteria ([@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4]). Instead of the sequence alignment, we adopt a geometric method based on the *Z*-curve of the whole genome. The *Z*-curve is a three-dimensional space curve constituting the *unique* representation of a given DNA sequence in the sense that each can be reconstructed given the other ([@bib24], [@bib25]). Based on the *Z*-curve method, a coronavirus-specific gene-finding system ZCURVE_CoV has been developed ([@bib1]), and the software is especially suitable for gene recognition in SARS-CoV genomes. The system is further improved by taking the prediction of cleavage sites of viral proteinases in polyproteins into consideration ([@bib7]). Here we use the differences between the three-dimensional space curves as the foundation to derive the phylogeny of coronaviruses. The key problems are what parameters should be used to describe a curve and how to determine evolutionary distances among organisms based on a group of curves. In this paper, we use a series of parameters, such as the geometric center and the covariance matrix to reflect the center position and the distribution pattern of a curve, respectively. The result shows that SARS-CoVs form an independent group, which is consistent with previous analyses.

2. Materials and methods
========================

2.1. Materials
--------------

The 24 complete coronavirus genomes used in this paper were downloaded from GenBank, of which 12 are SARS-CoVs and 12 are from other groups of coronaviruses. The name, accession number, abbreviation, and genome length for the 24 genomes are listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} . According to the existing taxonomic groups, sequences 1--3 belong to group I, and sequences 4--11 are members of group II, while sequence 12 is the only representative of group III. Refer to [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} for details.Table 1The accession number, abbreviation, name, and length for each of the 24 coronavirus genomesNo.AccessionGroupAbbreviationGenomeLength (nt)1NC_002645IHCoV-229EHuman coronavirus 229E27,3172NC_002306ITGEVTransmissible gastroenteritis virus28,5863NC_003436IPEDVPorcine epidemic diarrhea virus28,0334U00735IIBCoVMBovine coronavirus strain Mebus31,0325AF391542IIBCoVLBovine coronavirus isolate BCoV-LUN31,0286AF220295IIBCoVQBovine coronavirus strain Quebec31,1007NC_003045IIBCoVBovine coronavirus31,0288AF208067IIMHVMMurine hepatitis virus strain ML-1031,2339AF201929IIMHV2Murine hepatitis virus strain 231,27610AF208066IIMHVPMurine hepatitis virus strain Penn 97-131,11211NC_001846IIMHVMurine hepatitis virus31,35712NC_001451IIIIBVAvian infectious bronchitis virus27,60813AY278488IVBJ01SARS coronavirus BJ0129,72514AY278741IVUrbaniSARS coronavirus Urbani29,72715AY278491IVHKU-39849SARS coronavirus HKU-3984929,74216AY278554IVCUHK-W1SARS coronavirus CUHK-W129,73617AY282752IVCUHK-Su10SARS coronavirus CUHK-Su1029,73618AY283794IVSIN2500SARS coronavirus Sin250029,71119AY283795IVSIN2677SARS coronavirus Sin267729,70520AY283796IVSIN2679SARS coronavirus Sin267929,71121AY283797IVSIN2748SARS coronavirus Sin274829,70622AY283798IVSIN2774SARS coronavirus Sin277429,71123AY291451IVTW1SARS coronavirus TW129,72924NC_004718IVTOR2SARS coronavirus29,751

2.2. The Z-curve
----------------

The *Z*-curve is a three-dimensional curve that constitutes a unique representation of a given DNA sequence in the sense that each can be uniquely reconstructed given the other ([@bib24], [@bib25]). The resulting curve has a zigzag shape, hence the name *Z*-curve. The *Z*-curve is briefly presented as follows. Consider a DNA sequence read from the 5′ to the 3′-end with *N* bases. Beginning from the first base, inspect the sequence one base at a time. In the *n*th step, where *n*  = 1, 2, ... ,  *N*, count the *cumulative* numbers of the bases A, C, G, and T, occurring in the subsequence from the first base to the *n*th base in the DNA sequence inspected, and denote them by A~*n*~, C~*n*~, G~*n*~, and T~*n*~ respectively. The *Z*-curve consists of a series of nodes *P* ~*n*~, where *n*  = 1, 2, ... ,  *N*, whose coordinates are uniquely determined by the *Z*-transform of DNA sequences ([@bib24], [@bib25])$$\begin{aligned}
 & {x_{n} = (A_{n} + G_{n}) - (C_{n} + T_{n})\equiv R_{n} - Y_{n}\text{,}} \\
 & {y_{n} = (A_{n} + C_{n}) - (G_{n} + T_{n})\equiv M_{n} - K_{n}\text{,}} \\
 & {z_{n} = (A_{n} + T_{n}) - (C_{n} + G_{n})\equiv W_{n} - S_{n}\text{,}} \\
 & {n = 0\text{,}1\text{,}\ldots\text{,}N\text{,}\quad x_{n}\text{,}y_{n}\text{,}z_{n} \in \lbrack - N\text{,}N\rbrack\text{,}} \\
\end{aligned}$$where A~0~  = C~0~  = G~0~  = T~0~  = 0 and *x* ~0~  =  *y* ~0~  =  *z* ~0~  = 0. Here R, Y, M, K, W, and S represent the bases of puRine, pYrimidine, aMino, Keto, Weak hydrogen bonds, and Strong hydrogen bonds, respectively, according to the Recommendation 1984 by the NC-IUB ([@bib5]). The line that connects the nodes *P* ~0~ (*P* ~0~  = 0), *P* ~1~, *P* ~2~, ..., until *P* ~*N*~ one by one sequentially is called the *Z*-curve for the DNA sequences inspected. The *Z*-curve defined above is a three-dimensional space curve, having three independent components, i.e., *x* ~*n*~, *y* ~*n*~, and *z* ~*n*~, which display the distributions of bases of R/Y, M/K, and W/S types, respectively, along the sequence. By viewing the *Z*-curve, some global and local features of the sequence can be detected in a perceivable way. For almost all genome or chromosome sequences, the curves of *z* ~*n*~  ∼  *n* are roughly straight lines ([@bib23]). For convenience, the curve of *z* ~*n*~  ∼  *n* is fitted by a straight line using the least square technique$$z = \mathit{kn}\text{,}$$where (*z*,  *n*) is the coordinate of a point on the fitted straight line and *k* is its slope. Instead of using the curve of *z* ~*n*~  ∼  *n*, we will use the $z_{n}^{\prime}\sim n$ curve hereafter, where$$z_{n}^{\prime} = z_{n} - \mathit{kn}\text{.}$$

2.3. Algorithm
--------------

In this paper, we propose a new way to infer evolutionary distances between organisms from the whole genome sequences. As the *Z*-curve is a unique representation of a genome, it can be used to reflect a genome's characteristics ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ). For convenience, we use the coordinates (*X*,  *Y*,  *Z*′) rather than (*X*,  *Y*,  *Z*). The differences among the *Z*-curves of these genomes form the basis for constructing the phylogenetic tree. To study the phylogenetic relationships, the process can be separated into three stages. First, the *Z*-curve of each genome is described by a set of parameters; second, the distance matrix is generated based on the parameters obtained in the first stage; and finally, the phylogenetic tree can be constructed based on the distance matrix.Fig. 1The three-dimensional *Z*-curves (*x*, *y*, *z*′) for three complete coronavirus genomes. (A--C) The *Z*-curves of BJ01, TOR2, and BCoV, respectively. It can be clearly seen that the *Z*-curves of BJ01 and TOR2 are very similar, while the *Z*-curve of BCoV is significantly different from the former two. This forms the basis of the present method. (D) A sketch of the three eigenvectors for a certain genome (TOR2), which illustrates the relationship between the three eigenvectors and the *Z*-curve.

\(i\) *The parameters of the Z-curve for each genome*. Based on the *Z*-curve, any genome can be represented by a three-dimensional space curve composed of *N* nodes corresponding to every base position denoted by *x* ~*n*~, *y* ~*n*~, $z_{n}^{\prime}$ where *n*  = 1, 2, ... ,  *N* ([Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A--C). To describe its characteristics, we calculate the following parameters. The first is the geometric center of all the *n* nodes$$\overset{¯}{x} = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{n = 1}^{N}x_{n}\text{,}\quad\overset{¯}{y} = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{n = 1}^{N}y_{n}\text{,}\quad\overset{¯}{z^{\prime}} = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{n = 1}^{N}z_{n}^{\prime}\text{.}$$

Consequently, we can obtain $(\overset{¯}{x}\text{,}\overset{¯}{y}\text{,}\overset{¯}{z^{\prime}})$ for each genome. Refer to [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} for details.Table 2The geometric center and three eigenvectors of the *Z*-curve for each of the 24 coronavirus genomes[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}*i*Abbreviation$\overset{¯}{x}$$\overset{¯}{y}$$\overset{¯}{z^{\prime}}$$\mathbf{C}_{x}^{i}$$\mathbf{C}_{y}^{i}$$\mathbf{C}_{z^{\prime}}^{i}$$C_{x\text{,}x}^{i}$$C_{x\text{,}y}^{i}$$C_{x\text{,}z^{\prime}}^{i}$$C_{y\text{,}x}^{i}$$C_{y\text{,}y}^{i}$$C_{y\text{,}z^{\prime}}^{i}$$C_{z^{\prime}\text{,}x}^{i}$$C_{z^{\prime}\text{,}y}^{i}$$C_{z^{\prime}\text{,}z^{\prime}}^{i}$1HCoV-229E−313.52−1930.7622.810.80520−0.16770−0.568790.200160.97975−0.005520.55820−0.109410.822462TGEV−21.86−1185.34−87.640.95040−0.06255−0.304680.064430.99791−0.003880.30429−0.015940.952453PEDV−733.04−1930.98−194.310.90732−0.36443−0.209680.372490.92804−0.001120.19500−0.077090.977774BCoVM−272.66−2691.17−94.480.95060−0.13311−0.280440.137490.99049−0.004110.27833−0.034650.959865BCoVL−268.51−2658.04−95.320.95068−0.132760.280340.139650.99019−0.00464−0.276970.043560.959896BCoVQ−257.34−2710.49−90.440.95950−0.13084−0.249490.133990.99097−0.004400.24781−0.029210.968377BCoV−269.55−2643.97−95.530.97838−0.139530.152680.141900.98987−0.00467−0.150480.026240.988268MHVM−129.63−2295.56−438.750.96108−0.062790.269060.064090.997940.00395−0.268750.013450.963129MHV2−184.66−2375.26−428.280.98451−0.078860.156620.078930.996860.00582−0.156590.006630.9876410MHVP−197.59−2384.87−384.670.98842−0.080990.128350.081330.996680.00255−0.128130.007920.9917311MHV−124.73−2284.70−436.330.95624−0.064240.285430.065860.997820.00393−0.285060.015040.9583912IBV142.03−1500.55−289.600.721390.022880.69215−0.028950.99958−0.00286−0.69192−0.017970.7217513BJ01−150.58−627.60−274.850.68326−0.36116−0.634600.463470.88610−0.005270.56422−0.290520.7728214Urbani−152.91−632.95−270.130.67899−0.35342−0.643480.457690.88910−0.005380.57402−0.290860.7654415HKU-39849−154.55−622.44−273.250.65621−0.34854−0.669260.464810.88539−0.005350.59442−0.307570.7430116CUHK-W1−150.87−623.56−276.660.67352−0.35379−0.649010.461280.88724−0.004950.57758−0.296040.7607717CUHK-Su10−150.06−626.75−278.130.67051−0.34988−0.654220.458810.88852−0.004960.58302−0.296840.7562918SIN2500−148.99−627.23−277.780.67073−0.35031−0.653770.459320.88826−0.004720.58237−0.297120.7566819SIN2677−148.91−629.56−278.380.66552−0.34716−0.660730.458630.88862−0.004940.58885−0.299740.7506120SIN2679−148.22−627.18−277.990.66644−0.34686−0.659950.458000.88894−0.004710.58829−0.299120.7512921SIN2748−149.34−626.83−277.390.66698−0.34948−0.658030.460410.88769−0.004790.58580−0.299770.7529822SIN2774−148.27−627.13−277.970.66611−0.34675−0.660350.458100.88889−0.004670.58859−0.299390.7509523TW1−152.93−632.21−272.520.66820−0.34900−0.657050.459180.88833−0.004880.58538−0.298440.7538324TOR2−152.69−630.34−271.000.67042−0.34999−0.654250.458920.88846−0.005020.58303−0.296880.75627[^1]

Then, the covariance matrix which describes the global distribution pattern of the three-dimensional space curve is calculated as follows:$$\Sigma = \begin{pmatrix}
\sigma_{\mathit{xx}} & \sigma_{\mathit{xy}} & \sigma_{\mathit{xz}^{\prime}} \\
\sigma_{\mathit{yx}} & \sigma_{\mathit{yy}} & \sigma_{\mathit{yz}^{\prime}} \\
\sigma_{z^{\prime}x} & \sigma_{z^{\prime}y} & \sigma_{z^{\prime}z^{\prime}} \\
 & & \\
\end{pmatrix} = (\sigma_{\mathit{pq}})\text{,}\quad p\text{,}q = x\text{,}y\text{,}z^{\prime}\text{,}$$where$$\sigma_{\mathit{pq}} = \frac{1}{N - 1}\sum\limits_{n = 1}^{N}(p_{n} - \overset{¯}{p})(q_{n} - \overset{¯}{q})\text{,}$$where *p*,  *q*  =  *x*,  *y*,  *z*′.

Obviously, the matrix is a real symmetric 3 × 3 one. Using a 3 × 3 matrix to represent a three-dimensional *Z*-curve is a very rough approximation, resulting in information loss considerably. However, the advantage is that this approximation makes it possible to compare genomes with different lengths. It is seen that a 3 × 3 covariance matrix is uniquely derived based on Eq. [(6)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} for each given genome regardless of its length. From a geometrical point of view, the distribution pattern can be reduced to a three-dimensional ellipsoid approximately. Each direction of the main axis of the ellipsoid can be denoted by an eigenvector and its length should be proportional to the square root of its associated eigenvalue. The eigenvectors and their associated eigenvalues are defined as follows:$$\Sigma\mathbf{C}_{k} = \lambda_{k}\mathbf{C}_{k}\text{,}\mspace{9mu}\mathbf{C}_{k} = (C_{k\text{,}1}\text{,}C_{k\text{,}2}\text{,}C_{k\text{,}3})^{T}\text{,}\quad k = 1\text{,}2\text{,}3\text{.}$$

Corresponding to each eigenvalue *λ* ~*k*~, there's an eigenvector **C** ~*k*~. Corresponding to *λ* ~1~  \<  *λ* ~2~  \<  *λ* ~3~, the three eigenvectors are denoted by **C** ~1~, **C** ~2~, **C** ~3~, respectively. It's easy to obtain the eigenvalues and associated normalized eigenvectors using the Jacobi algorithm. The geometric center and three eigenvectors for each of the 24 genomes are obtained in the same way. Refer to [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} for details about the parameters.

\(ii\) *The distance matrix derived from the above parameters.* In this paper, the Euclid distance is used to reflect the diversity between two points$$d_{\mathit{ij}} = \sqrt{({\overset{¯}{x}}_{i} - {\overset{¯}{x}}_{j})^{2} + ({\overset{¯}{y}}_{i} - {\overset{¯}{y}}_{j})^{2} + ({\overset{¯}{z^{\prime}}}_{i} - {\overset{¯}{z^{\prime}}}_{j})^{2}}\text{,}\quad i\text{,}j\text{,} = 1\text{,}2\text{,}\ldots\text{,}M\text{,}$$where *d* ~*ij*~ denotes the distance between the geometric centers of the *i*th and the *j*th genomes, and *M* is the total number of all genomes (*M*  = 24, here). Then we obtain a real *M*  ×  *M* symmetric matrix whose elements are *d* ~*ij*~.

To reflect the differences between the trends of every two three-dimensional curves, the angles between the corresponding eigenvectors of every two genomes are used. The three-dimensional vectors are denoted as follows:$$\mathbf{C}_{k}^{i} = (C_{k\text{,}x}^{i}\text{,}C_{k\text{,}y}^{i}\text{,}C_{k\text{,}z^{\prime}}^{i})^{T}\text{,}\quad i = 1\text{,}2\text{,}\ldots\text{,}M\text{,}\mspace{9mu} k = 1\text{,}2\text{,}3\text{,}$$where $\mathbf{C}_{k}^{i}$ is the *k*th vector of the *i*th genome. Each genome has three such eigenvectors. According to the projections on the three axes, the vectors can be divided into three groups. The three groups of vectors are represented with arrows of different styles (refer to [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} A). Obviously they can be separated apart depending on their space distribution. The dark group (*X* group) has the greatest projections on the *x*-axis, while the vectors represented with dot (*Y* group) and grey (*Z*′ group) arrows have the greatest projections on the *y*-axis and the *z*′-axis, respectively. For each genome, the three vectors can be divided into three groups, i.e., each genome has three vectors belonging to three groups, respectively.Fig. 2The three groups of eigenvectors (denoted with different arrows). The vectors in the *X*, *Y*, and *Z*′ groups are denoted by dark, dot, and grey arrows, respectively. (A and B) The eigenvectors of the 24 genomes observed from different directions. It can be seen from (A) that the three groups can be separated according to their three-dimensional space distribution. (B) The vectors in *Y* group of the 24 genomes are coplanar and they are almost in the *x*--*y* plane.

The three groups of eigenvectors are obtained, and denoted by $\mathbf{C}_{x}^{i}$, $\mathbf{C}_{y}^{i}$, and $\mathbf{C}_{z^{\prime}}^{i}$, respectively (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The cosine between any two vectors in a certain group can be computed as follows:$$\cos\theta_{\mathit{ij}}^{k} = \frac{\mathbf{C}_{k}^{i} \cdot \mathbf{C}_{k}^{j}}{|\mathbf{C}_{k}^{i}| \cdot |\mathbf{C}_{k}^{j}|}\text{,}\quad i\text{,}j = 1\text{,}2\text{,}\ldots\text{,}M\text{,}\mspace{9mu} k = x\text{,}y\text{,}z^{\prime}\text{.}$$

Repeating this procedure for all the three groups, we obtain three real *M*  ×  *M* symmetric matrices. These matrices are then translated into angles, whose elements are as follows:$$\theta_{\mathit{ij}}^{k} = \arccos\quad(\cos\theta_{\mathit{ij}}^{k})\text{,}\quad i\text{,}j = 1\text{,}2\text{,}\ldots\text{,}M\text{,}\mspace{9mu} k = x\text{,}y\text{,}z^{\prime}\text{.}$$

The sum of $\theta_{\mathit{ij}}^{k}$ over *k* for given *i*, *j* can be used to reflect the trend information of the eigenvectors involved$$\Theta_{\mathit{ij}} = \theta_{\mathit{ij}}^{x} + \theta_{\mathit{ij}}^{y} + \theta_{\mathit{ij}}^{z^{\prime}}\text{,}\quad i\text{,}j = 1\text{,}2\text{,}\ldots\text{,}M\text{.}$$

Consequently, two sets of parameters are obtained. The first reflects the difference of center positions represented by the Euclid distance between the geometric centers. The second indicates the difference of the trends of the *Z*-curves represented by the related eigenvectors. The overall distance *D* ~*ij*~ between the species *i* and *j* is defined by$$D_{\mathit{ij}} = d_{\mathit{ij}} \times \Theta_{\mathit{ij}}\text{,}\quad i\text{,}j = 1\text{,}2\text{,}\ldots\text{,}M\text{.}$$

\(iii\) *Clustering.* Accordingly, a real symmetric *M*  ×  *M* matrix *D* ~*ij*~ is obtained and used to reflect the evolutionary distance between the species *i* and *j*. The clustering tree is constructed using the UPGMA method in PHYLIP package (<http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html>). The final phylogenetic tree is drawn using the DRAWGRAM program in the PHYLIP package. The branch lengths are not scaled according to the distances and only the topology of the tree is concerned.

3. Results and discussion
=========================

3.1. The three-dimensional Z-curve for a complete genome
--------------------------------------------------------

As mentioned above, one of the advantages of the *Z*-curve is its intuitiveness. The feature of a genome can be viewed intuitively regardless of how long the genome is. Therefore, global and local compositional features of a genome can be grasped quickly in a perceivable form ([@bib26]). To give an intuitive comprehension of the difference among the three-dimensional curves, we take SARS-CoV strains TOR2, BJ01, and BCoV as examples. TOR2 and BJ01 are SARS-CoVs and BCoV belongs to another group of coronaviruses. From the coordinates and the trends in [Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A--C, we can see that the *Z*-curves of TOR2 and BJ01 are almost the same while that of BCoV is significantly different from both of them, indicating that the former two have close phylogenetic relationship, whereas the relationships between the former two and the latter are more distant. Similarity of related *Z*-curves implies close evolutionary relationship of the organisms involved ([@bib26]) and vice versa. This constitutes the basis of the current algorithm.

The *Z*-curve is approximately described by the geometric center and eigenvectors, which indicate its center position and the trends, respectively ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). In [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D the three arrows represent the three eigenvectors, and the point from which they start is the geometric center. The three eigenvectors of a certain genome can be divided into three groups according to their relationships with the axes (refer to [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The trends of *Z*-curves carry a part of the information used to construct the phylogenetic tree, and some interesting results can be revealed by this figure. It can be seen from [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B that the vectors in the *Y* group, which have the greatest projections on the positive *y*-axis, are coplanar perfectly. They are almost in the *x*--*y* plane. As can be seen from the plot, the 24 vectors are almost superposed with each other as a single vector. The phenomenon can also be seen from the data in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. All of the absolute value of $C_{y\text{,}z^{\prime}}^{i}\mspace{6mu}(i\  = \ 1\text{,}2\text{,}\ldots\text{,}M)$ are smaller than 0.0059. That is to say, they all have very small projections on the *z*′-axis and are constrained into the *x*--*y* plane. The vectors in the *X* group and *Z*′ group (represented with black and grey arrows, respectively, in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B) are also coplanar in the *x*--*z*′ plane, though their coplanarity is not as good as that of the *Y* group.

3.2. Phylogenetic tree of coronaviruses
---------------------------------------

As mentioned above, there are three groups of coronaviruses. Group I includes HCoV-229E, TGEV, and PEDV and group II contains BCoV, BCoVL, BCoVM, BCoVQ, MHV, MHV2, MHVM, MHVP, etc. All the viruses in these two groups are mammalian viruses. Group III contains only avian viruses, of which only the genome of IBV has been completely sequenced. Many researchers have analyzed the phylogenetic relationships among coronavirus genomes based on the 3C-like proteinase, polymerase, the structural proteins S, E, M, and N, respectively ([@bib14], [@bib18]). Their results indicated that SARS-CoVs are not closely related to any of the previously characterized coronaviruses and form a distinct group (group IV) within the genus *Coronavirus* ([@bib14], [@bib18]). As shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} , four groups of coronaviruses can be seen from the phylogram. The SARS-CoVs appear to cluster together and form a separate branch, which can be distinguished easily from other three groups of coronaviruses. IBV, belonging to group III, is situated at an independent branch, whereas the TGEV, PEDV, and HCoV-229E, which belong to group I, tend to cluster together. In another branch, the group II coronaviruses, including BCoV, BCoVL, BCoVM, BCoVQ, MHV, MHV2, MHVM, and MHVP tend to cluster together. First, group I and group II, which are all mammalian viruses, cluster together forming a bigger group. Second, this group joins group III, which contains only avian viruses, to form a much bigger group. Finally, SARS-CoVs join them and result in the phylogenetic tree shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The resulting monophyletic clusters agree perfectly with the established taxonomic groups. To validate the current method, a set of random sequences were used as a control. We generated 100 random sequences meeting the requirements in the method. Each time a phylogenetic analysis was done using 25 sequences including one random sequence and the 24 genomes. Consequently, 100 phylogenetic trees were obtained. Ninety-eight out of the 100 trees showed that the random sequence formed a distinct group without disturbing the other four groups. Only two of the random sequences disturbed the four groups, suggesting that the current method is solid with respect to the situation that a random sequence is added.Fig. 3The phylogenetic tree constructed with the current method. The result shows that four groups exist in the genus *Coronavirus*. Note that group I (HCoV-229E, TGEV, and PEDV) and group II (BCoVM, BCoVL, BCoVQ, BCoV, MHVM, MHV2, MHVP, and MHV) cluster together forming a bigger group firstly. Second, this group joins group III (IBV) to form a much bigger group. Finally, SARS-CoVs join them and result in the phylogenetic tree shown here. Also note that the resulting monophyletic clusters agree perfectly with the established taxonomic groups.

3.3. Comparison with the results of previous analyses
-----------------------------------------------------

Almost all of the previous analyses revealed that SARS-CoVs form a distinct group different from the other three groups of coronaviruses. However, the question that how SARS-CoVs emerged suddenly still remains open. Rota et al. and Marra et al. performed phylogenetic analysis based on sequence alignments using different genes. The results indicated that SARS-CoVs belong to a new group but the original group that SARS-CoVs were derived from could not be determined ([@bib18]). The detection of SARS-CoV-like viruses in Himalayan palm civets and other small animals in live retail market indicates a rout of interspecies transmission, although the natural reservoir is unknown. Virus infection was also detected in humans working at the same market. All the animal isolates retain a special 29-nucleotide fragment, which is not found in most human isolates ([@bib10]). Stavrinides and Guttman made phylogenetic analysis on the SARS virus replicase, surface spike, matrix, and nucleocapsid proteins. The results support a mammalian-like origin for the replicase protein, an avian-like origin for the matrix and nucleocapsid proteins, and a mammalian--avian mosaic origin for the host-determining spike protein. They proposed that a recombination event between mammalian-like and avian-like parent viruses within the S gene might have taken place ([@bib20]). However, the phylogenetic inference based on genome contents tends to locate the recombinant outside of related genomes, such as seen in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Therefore, we emphasize that it is very unlikely to trace back the evolutionary history such as the recombination event using the method presented.

The present method reflects the global characters of genomes because the whole genome is taken into consideration. The phylogenetic tree ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) reveals that the SARS-CoVs have undergone an independent evolution path after the divergence from the other coronaviruses. As can be seen from [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the distance between the SARS-CoVs and all the others is the greatest. We supposed that the precursor of SARS-CoV may have existed in some hosts and developed separately for many years. Grigoriev found that the mutational patterns in SARS-CoV genome were strikingly different from the other coronaviruses in terms of mutation rates ([@bib8]). Phylogenetic analysis based on codon usage pattern suggested that SARS-CoV was diverged far from all the three known groups of coronavirus ([@bib9]). The overall level of similarity between SARS-CoVs and the other coronaviruses is low ([@bib18]). We suppose that this is due to different evolution paths. The isolation of SARS-CoV-like virus in Himalayan palm civets indicates a route of interspecies transmission. We hypothesize that some events such as the nucleotide deletion or mutation in some important genes of the precursor may have resulted in the change of host range.

3.4. Merits of the current method
---------------------------------

Due to the lack of morphological features and frequent gene exchanges, it is highly valuable to develop methods of molecular phylogeny for viruses. Now phylogenetic analysis based on sequence alignments is well developed. Sequence alignments are always based on some special genes or some conserved fragments ([@bib19]). Such analysis can be done at both the amino acid level and the nucleotide level. To overcome the biases caused by individual genes or genome segments, it is valuable to develop methods of molecular phylogenetic analysis based on whole genome sequences. Being different from the sequence alignment method, the current method is a geometric approach which is based on measuring the differences of *Z*-curves of whole genomes, including coding and non-coding sequences. There is no need to search for similar sequences. Probably, the most remarkable advantages of the present method is its simplicity and intuitiveness.

The increasing availability of complete genomes has cast doubt instead of adding details to the phylogenetic tree ([@bib17]). Phylogenetic analysis based on sequence alignments is usually done on the most conservative part of a gene. These fragments are usually coding sequences, especially the sequences coding for catalytic sites or the core of proteins, because they tend to be more evolutionarily conserved. It was said by a virologist that people could not simply assume that a virus can be represented by its polymerase (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ICTV/>). A virus must be viewed as a whole. Non-coding sequences also play an important role in the virus, so do the less conserved genes. In addition, analyses based on different genes may lead to different results. Consequently, by using complete genomes one can avoid choosing which genes to be aligned. Therefore methods that are based on the whole genome are likely to be more objective. Recently, a *k*-string composition approach was proposed to analyze prokaryote phylogeny based on the whole proteome and satisfactory results were obtained ([@bib17]); however, such analysis must rely on the annotation information. In contrast, the complete genome sequence is the only input of the current method; neither the annotation information, nor any adjustable parameters are needed. It is noteworthy that the current method is performed automatically without any human intervention.

The *Z*-curve, which serves as the foundation of the present method is a powerful tool to study the complete genome sequence. The *Z*-curve contains all the information that the corresponding DNA sequence carries. Many characteristics of a genome with biological meaning can be observed from the corresponding *Z*-curve, such as the replication origins and genomic islands for some bacterial and archaeal genomes ([@bib26]). We can inspect a genome in an intuitive way regardless of the gene content and gene order, even though the sequences are of different lengths. If the *Z*-curves of two species show similar pattern even though the genomes have different lengths, one may infer that they are evolutionarily close organisms, and vice versa. In this paper, we use the geometric center and the eigenvectors to describe the pattern approximately. Although this is only a rough approximation, it represents just an attempt to apply the *Z*-curve method to the phylogenetic analysis and the results obtained agree well with previous analyses.

3.5. Limitations of the current method
--------------------------------------

This method is aimed to analyze the phylogeny of the genomes which have close phylogenetic relationships. Phylogenetics analysis is based on the differences among the three-dimensional *Z*-curves. In this paper, the 24 genomes under study all belong to the same genus *Coronavirus*. Additionally, the differences of length among genomes are not very large. If the genomes under study have much farther phylogenetic relationships, and the differences in length are considerably large, the present method may not work. Consequently, cautions must be taken when using the present method to study the phylogeny of organisms with far evolutionary distances. In addition, unlike the estimation based on comparison of orthologous genes, the *Z*-curve approach is also sensitive to genome rearrangements: a single large-scale inversion can change the form of *Z*-curve drastically. Therefore, the method presented here is considerably limited in the cases of genome rearrangements. In addition, as mentioned above, the three-dimensional *Z*-curve is approximately depicted by a few parameters, such as the geometric center and the associated three eigenvectors. Consequently, information contained in the *Z*-curve is lost considerably in so doing. It is reasonable to suppose that the more information is extracted from the *Z*-curve, the more accurate result can be gained. Therefore, the current method can be improved if new and more effective algorithms are proposed to extract information contained in the *Z*-curves. In summary, although the present method has some advantages, it is still in its premature stage. The method may not be applied to some general cases, therefore the applications of it are considerably limited at present.

4. Conclusion
=============

A geometric approach to infer phylogenetic relationships based on the *Z*-curves of complete genomes is proposed in this article. Phylogenetic analysis of the 24 coronaviruses shows that SARS-CoVs belong to a new cluster, named group IV, and this result is consistent with those of previous analyses. The method has much room to be improved because of the possibility to extract information from the whole genome, instead of some individual genes. Although having some limitations, the current whole-genome-based geometric approach represents a new direction to infer phylogenetic relationships of organisms in the post-genome era. However, the method is still in its premature stage and its applications are considerably limited at present.
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